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The purpose of this document is to provide a guide for the use of 
the Airport-noise Levels and Annoyance MOdel (ALAMO) at the Langley 
Research Center computer complex. This document is divided into 5 
primary sections, the Introduction, the purpose of the Model, and an 
in-depth description of the following subsystems: Baseline, Noise 
Reduction Simulation and Track Analysis. For each subsystem, the user 
is provided with a description of architecture, an explanation of 
subsystem use, sample results, and a case runner's check list. It is 
assumed that the user is familiar with the operations at the Langley 
Research Center (LaRC) computer complex, the Network Operating System 
(NOS 1.4) and CYBER Control Language. Incorporated within the ALAMO 
model is a census database management system called SITE II, licensed 









PURPOSE OF THE MODEL 
2.0 PURPOSE OF THE MODEL 
The Airport-noise Levels and Annoyance MOdel (ALAMO) is a computer 
program which can model the noise environment in an airport community 
over a 24-hour period. '!he model contains data from the 1980 United 
state'3 census. '!his data is use1 to determine the munber of people 
exposed to airport noise as a function of the noise level for any 
airport community in the United States. ,-Noise levels in the community 
are determined by means of the Integrated Noise Model (INM), a noise 
"footprint" model developed by the FAA to calculate the contours of 
constant noise exposure around an airport which corresponds to a 
particular operating scenario defined as input to the model. 
The noise impact of a given operating scenario is computed by means 
of the Fractional Impact Method, in which the total number of people 
exposed to a given level of noise is multiplied by a weighting factor 
which depends on the noise level, with higher noise levels corresponding 
to higher values of the weighting function. The number of people 
exposed to airport noise, weighted in this way by noise level, is called 
the Level weighted Population, and serves as a measure of airport 
community noise impact. This quantity accounts explicitly for the 
distributions of both noise level and population in the airport 
community, as well as human subjective response, through the weighting 
function. 
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The ALAMO model perfonns the Fractional Impact calculations for the 
a i'rport community as a whole, and for each of eight "neighborhoods" 
within the community, defined by overlaying an imaginary octant compass 
rosa over the airport. Thus, the noise impact is also computed as a 
function of direction from the airport. In addition to the noise impact 
calculations which are performed, the model generates reports of the 
total number of people under the noise "footprint" of the airport as a 
function of noise level, and certain socioeconomic parameters also as a 
function of noise level. It is possible to determine average horne 
values, percentage of owners/renters, average family income, percent 
white-collar/blue-collar employment, and related parameters all as a 
function of noise level. These data are available for the corrununi ty as 
a whole and for each of the eight "neighborhoods" defined by the octant 
compass rose described above. 
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BASELINE SUBSYSTEM 
3.0 BASELINE SUBSYSTEM 
The Airport-noise Levels and Annoyance MOdel (ALAMO) is a 
computerized system capable of overlaying aircraft noise footprints on 
the population distribution of a designated airport; the correlation of 
noise exposure levels with the impacted population provides a means of 
evaluating the effect of airport noise on the surrounding community. 
ALAMO, in the baseline mode, analyzes a user-provided description of 
airport configuration and operations that most closely represents an 
existing scenario. The results of an ALAMO baseline execution are 
expressed in both plot and report form. 
The plot produced by ALAMO represents the contours, or noise 
footprints, found through an analysis of the described operations; an 
octant line compass rose is superimposed over the contour plots to 
afford a visual representation, on an octant-by-octant basis, of the 
contour distribution in the airport community. The second product of an 
ALAMO baseline run is a series of 10 reports based on a demographic 
analysis of the contours generated. The first 8 reports represent the 
correlation of demographic variables with noise exposure levels, on an 
octant-by-octant basis. The ninth report is a demographic noise 
exposure report for all octants. The final report is an airport 
community noise impact summary report. 
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Subsystem Architecture, 
3~l- Subsystem Architecture 
An ALAMO baseline run utilizes the following four major modules, 
, ' 
executed in order of presentation: the Integrated Noise ~el, the 
Contour Processor, the SITE II oemographi?s program,' and the Report 
Gene,rator. A block diagram of this subsystem is illustrated by Figure 
1. Module input/output specifications can be found in Table I, where 
both, file descriptions and file names are denoted. During ALAMO 
bas~~ine execution, certai~ defa~lt file names are overridden by nanes 
co~~tible with ALAMO file identification conventions. Such pair~ file 
names enclosed in parentheses, are indicated in Table Ii the default 
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TABLE I.-BASELINE MODULE SPECIFICATIONS 








Airport Description Data Deck (TAPE5/XXX001) 
INM Data Base (TAPE7) 
Airport Statistics (TAPE6/XXX002) 
Contour Points (TAPE 2/XXXOO 3) 








Airport Auxillary File (TAPE2/XXX) 
Contour Points (TAPE5/XXX003) 
SITE II Input cards (TAPEl/XXX004) 
Plot vector File (XXX005) 
'rAPE 4 






Input Processor/Record Selector 
SITE II Input cards (TAPE5/XXX004) 
SITE II rata Base (TAPE2l/NSFl, TAPE22/NSF2, 
TAPE23/NSF3) 














Selected Records (TAPEl) 
TAPE 11 
PH2A 
SITE II Report Writer 
Sorted Pecords (TAPE2) 
SITE II Data Base (TAPE 31/MNFl, TAPE 32/MNF 2 , 
TAPE 33/MNF3) 
SITE II Reports (TAPE6/XXX006) 
TAPE 2, TAPE 3, TAPE 4 , TAPE8 
AUREPTA 
ALAMO Report Generator 
SITE II Reports (TAPE5/XXX007) 
Airport Auxiliary File (TAPEl/XXX) 
lO-Page Report (TAPE6) 
N::>ise Impact Summary Report (TAPE2/XXX008) 
N::>ne 
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3.1.1 Integrated Noise Model 
Integrated Noise Model.- THE INTEGRATED NOISE MODEL (INM), a pro-
duct of the Federal Aviation Administration, is designed to compute 
noise exposure values due to aircraft operations around airports. Noise 
contours are defined by a sequence of points, exhibiting closure, that 
are subject to levels of equal noise exposure. Input required by the 
INM is twofold; the first input required is the Airport Description Data 
Deck, containing descriptions of airport characteristics (altitude, 
average daily temperature, runway and track descriptions), descriptions 
of airport operations (aircraft selected, profile descriptions, aircraft 
mix information), and the specific values of contours requested. The 
second source of input to the INM is the INM database, a standard data-
base of aircraft noise and performance, representing commercial, 
general aviation, and military aircraft. INM output, as utilized by 
ALAMO, is twofold. The first file produced is a listable report 
reflecting a statistical breakdown of the airport scenario, followed by 
a printout of contour coordinates and area impacted. A second file 
contains the noise contour coordinates in a format compatible for use by 
the ensuing module, the Contour Processor. 
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3.1.2 Contour Processor 
Contour Processor.- The Oontour processor, the second ALAMO module 
,~ 
.to be executed, redescribes the INM c~ntour data in terms of a series 
of polygons; these polygons are described in an input format compatible 
with the SITE II Demographics program SITE II ), thus providing a 
link between the INM contours and the SITE II ~emographics data. The 
description of contours in polygonal foun is ac~omplished through the 
superimposition of an octant line compass rose over the original 
contours; polygons are defined for each octant by the intersection of 
• I 
the octant line and the contour line. The input files required by tl1e 
C9ntour Processor are the INM contour points, and the Airport Auxiliary 
File. The auxiliary file contains necessary information such as airport 
latitude and longitude, axis translation values, an axis length 
indicator, airport n~e, and airport address. Out~t generated by the 
Contour processor consists of the pol~onal contour descriptions, in 
SITE II specific format, and plot vector file containing a representa-
tion of the contours found. 
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3.1.3 Site II System 
Site II System.- The third phase of the ALAMO baseline subsystem is 
the execution of the SITE II System, a commercial demographic retrieval 
systen licensed from CAC!, Inc. This program queries a census database 
and produces a demographic profile report for a user-designated area. 
This database contains the population and household counts that were 
obtained from the 1980 census, updated to 1981; additional demographic 
and housing data was obtained from the 1970 census. Within the ALAMO 
baseline subsysteM, SITE II uses as input the polygonal contour descript-
ions, as produced by the Contour processor; essentially, each polygon is 
processed by SITE II, and a corresponding demographic profile report is 
produced. The SITE II Demographics Program consists of 2 separate 
lnodules; the first module processes the polygons described, and extracts 
appropriate records from the SITE II database; the selected records are 
then processed by the SORT/MERGE utility, according to user-provided di-
rectives. The sorted records provide input, along with additional data-
base information, for the second phase of SITE II, which aggregates the 
census data and generates reports. The final product generated by 
SITE II is a demograp1ic profile report for each polygon described by 
the Contour Processor. 
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3.1~4 Report Generator 
Report Generator.- The final module that completes the ALAMO 
baseline subsystem. is the Report Generator, a processor that consoli-
dates the demographic variables from the SITE II dffioographic profile 
reports, and in turn produces a series of 10 noise exposure reports, 
done on an octant-by-octant basis. The ninth report is a demographic 
noise exposure report for all octants. The tenth report is an airport 
community noise bnpact summary report. Input to, the Report Generator 
consists of the 2 following files: the SITE II demographic profile 
reports, and the Airport Auxiliary File. The auxiliary file is a 
mUltipurpose file containing infonnation shared by several ALAMO 
modules. Information it contains, pertinent to the Report Generator, is 
a designated year for population updates, an optional growth rate for 
population updating, airport name, and ai;Part address. Oltput created 
by the Report Generator consists of 2 files, the first containing the 
full 10-page ALAMO report, and the second containing only the noise 
impact summary report. The abbreviated file is used in conjunction with 
other ALAMO subsystems. 
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Subsystem Usage 
3.2 Subsystem Usage 
To accomplish an ALAMO baseline run, the user must step through the 
three following basic procedures: 
1. File creation and retrieval 
2. preliminary processing 
3. submission of the appropriate Cyber Control Language 
(CCL) to drive ALAMO baseline execution. 
Descriptions of these procedures follow; additionally, file-naming 
conventions, and baseline subsystem restrictions are addressed. 
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3.2.1 File Creation and Retrieval 
File creation and retrieval.- Four categories of files must be 
retrieved or created for an ALAMO baseline subsystem run. Those 
categories included are: 
1. Program modules and execution procedures 
2. SITE II demographic data 
3. The Airport Description Data Deck 
4. The Airport Auxiliary File 
Files in categories 1 and 2 reside on tape, and retrieval procedures are 
described below. The user must provide the Airport Description Data 
Deck and the Ai rport Auxil iary File. 
3.2.1.1 program Modules 
program modules: ALAMO program !'nodules, the INM database, and an 
ALAMO multi-procedure file, are stored on a single magnetic tape, and 
must be brought online prior to ALAMO baseline execution. Following 
retrieval from tape, the files must be stored on the appropriate 
cluster, under specific file identifiers, as illustrated in TABLE II. 
, " 
All files listed in TABLE II are required for the execution of the ALAMO 
3-10 
baseline subsystem. Each file can be accessed individually, by name, 
utilizing the following 2 statements in a submit file: 
LABEL(TAPEI,VSN=NN0120,PO=R,FA=Y,SI=ALAMO,FI=filename) 
COPYEI(TAPEl,filename) 
All submit files should be stored on the WFS cluster and all files 
intended for the WFS cluster must be defined prior to the COPYEI 
statement, to ensure a successful file creation. Likewise, the SAVE 
command must be issued, following the COPYEI statement, for all files 
designated for the CPFS cluster. 
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TABLE II.-BASELINE MODULES 
FILE NAME CLUSTER EUNCTION 
AUPHS1A CPFS Contour Processor 
AUREPTA CPFS Report Generator 
, , 
A2 CPFS ALAMO Procedure File 
CONTORA WFS INM Contour Program 
DATABIN WFS INM Data Base 
PH1A CPFS SITE II-phase 1 
PH2A CPFS SITE II-phase 2 
SET CPFS SITE II Procedure File 
SORTFL CPFS SORT/MERGE Directives 
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3.2.1.2 Demographic Data 
Demographic data: Demographic data required for an ALAMO baseline 
run resides on files extracted from the SITE II database, a large data-
base stored on tape. A description of file retrieval, including copies 
of the required procedures, and the submit file, is found in Appendix A, 
SITE II FILE PROCEDURES. SITE II files must be created prior to the 
submission of an ALAMO baseline run. The user should note that the 
resultant files must be created on the WFS cluster; after a successful 
retrieval, files will exist under the names of MNF1, MNF2, MNF3~ NSFl, 
NSF2, and NSF3. 
1.2.1.3 Airport Description Data Deck 
Airport description data deck: The Airport Description Data Deck is 
the primary file that the user must provide for an ALAMO baseline run. 
This file, required by the Integrated Noise Model Contour Program, 
contains such information as airport description data, aircraft 
selection info~ation, profile data, and operations information. The 
user is referred to the Integrated Noise Model version 2 User's Guide 
for a detailed description of input file requirements. In addition, 
this file must be developed according to ALAMO system constraints, as 
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defined in the "Restrictions" section to follow. The file must be 
s~~red on the CPFS cluster, with a designated file name of XXX001. Her8 
the character string XXX represents the un;que Federal Aviation Admin-
i~~r?tion (F.A.A.) identifier for the airport under study. An explana-
tion of the use of this F.A.A. identifier can be found in the section 
titled "File-naming Conventions", to follow. 
3.2.1.4 Airport Auxiliary File 
Airport auxiliary file: The Airport Auxiliary File is a file, 
created by the user, containing airport-related information required 
by the baseline subsysten but not found in the Airport Description 
Data Deck. This file is shared by a number of modules in the ALAMO 
system. The file consists of 11 records; records 1 through 6 are not 
used in an ALAMO baseline run, and thus can be left blank; however, the 
records must exist for formatting purposes. Records 7 through 11 
contain information required for an ALAMO baseline run; the 
file should be structured with the infonnation and designated formatting 
as shown in Table III. Card 7 contains airport latitude and longitude, 
and optional displacement values; this information is required by the 
Contour processor in order to create input for the SITE II Demographics 
Program. The displacement values, expressed in miles, are selected if 
the. user does not know the coordina~es of the airport under study, but 
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does not know the distance of the airport from a known coordinate pair. 
'!he user is referred to the SITE.!!. User's Manual, Appendix III for 
further details regarding the displacement option. Card 8 contains 
the X and Y translation values, expressed in feet; these values are used 
to translate axes for the noise contours. For an initial baseline run, 
these values are set to 0.0. Card 9 contains the axis half-length, for 
plotting purposes, a year of population update, and a user-designated 
growth rate. '!he population values contained in the SITE II database 
are representative of the year 1981. If the user wishes to alter the 
population to represent a different year, the selected year should be 
specified on card 9. These populations will be altered according to the 
growth rate specified in the SITE II demographic profile reports, unless 
the user chooses to override that value, by placing a growth rate 
~""" 
on card 9. Card 10 contains the airport name, and card 11 contains the 
airport address. 
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TABLE III.-AIRPORT AUXILIARY FILE FORMAT 
BASELINE SUBSYSTEM 
CARDS(S) DATA COLUMN(S) FORMAT 
1 -.6 
·7 Latitude AlO 
Degrees 1 - 2 
Minutes 4 - S 
Seconds 7 - 8 
7 Longitude AlO 
Degrees 11-13 
Minutes 15 - 16 
Seconds 18 - 19 
7 N/S Displacement A10 
N/S Indicator 25 
Displacement Value 26 - 30 
7 E/W Displacement A7 
E/W Indicator 32 
Displacement Value 33 - 37 
8 X-Axis Translation value 1 - 10 FIO.2 
8 Y-Axis Translation Value 11 - 20 FlO.2 
9 Axis Half-length 1 - S FS.2 
9 Year of Population Update 7 - 10 14 
9 User-designated Growth Rate 12 - 16 FS.1 
10 Airport Name 1 - 80 80Al 
11 Airport l\ddress 1 - 80 80A1 
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3.2.2 File naming conventions 
File naming conventions.- '!he basic identifier used in the ALAMO 
file-naming conventions is a unique 3-character string associated with 
each airport, as determined by the Federal Aviation Administration. 
Appendix C contains a partial list of F.A.A. identifiers. This 3-
character prefix, here symbolized by XXX, is used with all airport-
sped fic files associated ,>Ii th an ALAMO Baseline run. User-created 
files should be named according to the conventions illustrated in Table 
IV. Baseline-generated files can be identified in the same manner. 
Strict adherence to the integer suffixes is also recarunended, in order 
to provide a consistent means of file identification. 
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TABLE IV.-BASELINE FILE NAMINJ CONVENTIONS 
FILE NAME FILE IDENTIFICATION 
XXX Airport Auxiliary File 
XXXOOl Airport Description Data Deck 
XXXOO2 INM Listable=Output 
XXXOO3 INM Contour Points 
XXXOO4 SITE II Card Images 
XXXOO5 plot vector File 
XXXOO6 partial SITE II Output 
XXXOO7 Full SITE II output 
XXXOO8 Noise Impact Summary Report 
XXXR Noise Impact Summary Report(s) 
" XXX = unique Federal Aviation Administration Identifier 
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3.2.3 preliminary Procession 
Preliminary Processing.- preliminary processing for a baseline run 
involves 2 unrelated steps. The first step is the initialization of the 
tapes that will hold all files produced by ALAMO related software for 
the airport under study. The second preprocessing step involves the 
use of the INM VERIFY option, a feature that affords the user the 
ability to analyze the Airport Description Data Deck for possible 
errors, prior to the submission of a full baseline run. 
3.2.3.1 Tape Initialization 
Tape initialization: Prior to the execution of the baseline 
subsystem, the user must request and initialize two tapes per airport 
under study for ALAMO system usage. The first of these tapes is used by 
ALAMO to store by name all files generated for a specific airport, 
subsequent to successful baseline subsysten execution. The second tape 
is intended to contain all files generated by a baseline run when 
an error in processing occurs. All files created up to the time of 
encountering the error are saved by name on the designated tape. 
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These stored files can be retrieved later by the user when diagnosing 
the SOurce of error. For an explanation of the CYBER Control Language 
used in tape initialization, the user is referred to the LABEL state-
ment in the NOS User's Guide. The user should note that the file chosen 
for initialization is the Airport Auxiliary File. Initialization can 
be accOmplished through the use of an appropriately-edited copy of the 
suemit file, illustrated by Figure 2; the figure contains editing 
notes to facilitate submit file creation. The user should note that 
these tapes must be initialized only once; subsequent execution of 
initialization procedures, after any ALAMO systen processing, will cause 
any data previously written to the tape to be lost. 
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3.2.3.2 Verify 
Verify: The INM VERIFY option is a feature available to the 
user in order to diagnose errors in the highly-complex Airport 
Description Data Deck. This option is recommended to the user in order 
to eliminate INM input errors in a cost-effective manner. This option 
can be invoked in the following manner: the title card of the Airport 
Description Data Deck is replaced by a card containing the characters 
VERIFY, left justified to column 1. A job is then submitted to execute 
this input case with the absolutes of the INM Contour program. The 
appropriate submit file, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the OCL required 
to perform an INM VERIFY run; here, XXXOOl is the Airport Description 
Data Deck, with the VERIFY card in the place of the original title 
card. Once the user has reviewed the results of a VERIFY run, and 
has corrected any indicated errors in input, the user must replace the 
VERIFY card with the original title card. The Airport Description Data 
Deck is then ready for use with the baseline subsystem. 
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;3.2.'4 CYBER Control Language 
'CYBER Control language.- This section provides illustrations of the 
, -
CYBER Control Language (CCL) required to execute the following jobs: 
tape initialization (Figure 2), a VERIFY run (Figure 3), and ALAMO 
baseline execution (Figure 4). Figures include editing notes to aid 
the user in subnit file creation. The CCL required for ALAMO base-
line execution is primarily contained in the Multi-Procedure file, A2; 
Appendix B, ALAMO MULTI-PROCEDURE FILE, contains a listing of the state-
ments found in this file. Due to the length and complexity of the 
procedure file, the user is referred to the NOS User's Guide for an 
explanation of the control statements involved. For any ALAMO-related 
job execution, the user need only create an appropriately edited copy of 
the sample submit file, ensure that the required program modules 
and ALAMO input files are online, and then submit the file for execu-
tion. It is recommended that the user submit the ALAMO baseline job to 
a CYBER 175 (R or T machine), due to the large amount of execution time 










- INSERT ACTUAL REEL NUMBERS IN VSN STATEMENT 
- REPLACE XXX WITH F .A.A. IDENTIFIERS 
- TAPES NYYYYY AND NZZZZZ MUST FIRST BE ASSIGNED TO USER 
Figure 2.-Submit file for Tape Initialization job. 
VERJOB,TlOO,CM270000. 
USER, ••• 








- REPLACE XXX WITH F.A.A. IDENTIFIERS 
Figure 3.-Submit file for Baseline verify job. 
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BASJOB,T12000,CM270000. DELIVERY INFO 
USER, ••• 








- INSERT ACTUAL REEL NUMBERS IN VSN STATEMENT 
- REPLACE xxx WITH F.A.A. IDENTIFIER 
- IF NO ERROR, RUN INFORMATION WRITTEN TO TAPE S1. IF THERE IS AN 
ERROR, IT IS WRITTEN TO TAPE S2 
- TAPE 6 IS FILE RECEIVING DEMOGRAPHIC OUTPUT REPORTS 
Figure 4.-Submit file for primary Baseline job. 
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3.2.5 Restrictions 
Restrictions.- Prior to the submission of an ALAMO baseline run, 
the user must satisfy 4 requirements pertaining to the Airport 
Description Data Deck. First, the user is required to place the case 
title on the title card, in columns 41 through 80; for the baseline 
run, the characters BASELINE would be left-justified to column 41. 
This infonnation is later extracted to appropriately label the ALAMO-
generated plot and reports. Columns 1-40 should be utilized for airport 
identification; this infonnation will be reflected on the INM output, 
and can be used to distinguish data among airports, when case running 
in a multi-airport mode. The 3 remaining requirements for an Airport 
Description Data Deck pertain to the contour section of the input case. 
The user is referred to the Integrated Noise Model Version 2 User's 
Guide. For ALAMO baseline use, it is recoounended that 5 specific 
contour values be requested, ordered in the following manner: 65, 70, 
75, 80, and -85. Columns 6 through 10, intended to contain an option 
indicator for finding 
should be left blank. 
discrete 
Finally, 
"islands" of equal noise exposure, 
the INM uses a default value of 250 
points for the Inaximum number of points calculated, in an attempt to 
determine a contour; the user should override this value, for each 
contour entry, by placing the value 650 in columns 77, 78, and 79. 
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3.2.6 Sample Subsystem Results 
Sample subsysten results.- Baseline subsystem results consist of 
the plot of noise footprints, as illustrated.by Figure 5, and a 10-
page denographics report, as illustrated by F~gure 6. The plot of con-
tours, or noise footprints, affords the user a visual representation, 
on an octant-by-octant basis, of the contour distribut~on in the airport 
corrununity. 
report. The 
Ten individual reports constitute the overall demographics 
first 8 reports present the correlation of demographic 
variables with noise exposure level~, on an octant-by-octant basis. 
The ninth report is a demographic noise exposure report for all octants. 




65 DB TO 85 DB 











A L A It 0 D E It a G RAP HIe H a I SEE X pas u ~ E 
:lIRPORTI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
eOHI1UHIT'(1 "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
eASEl USELIHE 
R E "0 R T 
'OeJAlU. £Sf 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 N a I SED U ETa ~ I R P b R T,L 0 N 1 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
I 1970 OR AS NOTED I 65 - 70 1 10 - 15 15 - 80 I 80 - 85 lOVER 8' 1 1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
I 1 
1 ~ELF-NotsE, LDHll"ZI 1 
J I 
1 IMPACTED POPI1' I 
J I 
J AREA, sa Kit I 
1 I 
1 Tor pap I SQ KIt'l' I 
J I 
I AVG GROI/TIi RATE, APR 1 
I I 
1 pcr FA~lLY POPULATION I 
I 1 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 I 
I I 
I PCT AGE 05. J 
1 1 
I per lot 'IRS EDlll I 
I 1 
I peT MGR/PROf I 
I I 
1 A'.JG fJ.iilL Y lr.eOt1E 1 
1 1 
I PCT )l~uLE fAM DilL 1 
1 I 
I per rlO,E O~NEKS I 
I I 
I A'.J~ H01E VALUE I 
1 1 
1 per nrl ".TH Ale 1 
1 1 





































































































































































8 b. Z I 
I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11) BASED O~ 1981 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
IZI BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALl~~AY 
(31 AJULTS Z5 YEARS OLO OR OLDER 





A LAM ODE M 0 G RAP HIe N 0 1 SEE X P 0 SUR E 
AIRPORTI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
C OtIHUN 1T'fI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN CONHUNITY" 
CASEI BASELINE 
REP 0 R T 
OCTANTa SSE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lIN 0 1 SED U E T 0 AIR P 0 ~ T, LON 1 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 Z 1970 OR AS NOTED I 65 - 70 I 70 - 75 1 75 - 80 1 ~O - e5 lOVER 85 1 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 I 1 
1 SELF-NOISE, LDNlll(2) 1 
I I 
I IMPACTED POP(lJ I 
I I 
I AREA, SQ KH I 
I I 
I TOT POP I SQ KK(11 I 
I I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR 1 
r I 
I peT FA~[LY POPULATIO~ I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 I 
I I 
I peT AGE 65+ I 
I I 
I peT 16+ YPS ED(3' I 
1 I 
I peT MGR/PROF I 
I I 
I AVG FAMILY INCOKE I 
I I 
I per SINGLE FAK OWL I 
I I 
I PCT HU1E O~NER~ 1 
I I 
I AVG HOME VALUE I 
1 I 
I per HH IIITH AIC I 
1 I 







































































































































































-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) BASED ON 19~1 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO lq79 
(ZI BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
131 ADULTS Z5 YEARS OLD OR OLDE~ 





A l A "DOE HOG RAP HIe HOI SEE X P 0 SUR ERE P 0 R T 
AlRPORTI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
COHttUNITYa" REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
CASE I BASELINE 
OCiAtl'TI SSW 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I N 0 1 SED U ETa A I R pop T, l D N I 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------I-------~-----I 
1 1970 OR AS NOTED I 65 70 1 70 75 I 75 80 I 80 85 lOVER 85 1 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-----~-------I-------------I-------------1 I 1 
I SELF-NOISE, lDN(1)(ZJ I 
I I 
I IMPACTED pap(l) I 
I 1 
I ARfA, SO KM I 
I I 
I TOT POP I SO KH(l) 1 
I I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
I I 
1 PCT FAMILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 I 
I I 
I PCT AGE 65+ I 
1 I 
I PCT 16+ YRS ED(3' I 
I I 
1 PCT MGR/PROF I 
I I 
I AVG FAMILY INCOME 1 
I I 
I PCT SINGLE FAM OWL I 
I I 
1 PCT HOME OWNERS I 
I I 
I A~G HOHE VALUE I 
I I 
I PCT HH WITH A/C I 
I I 




































































































(II BASED O~ lQ81 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
121 BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
131 ADULTS 25 YEARS OLO OR OLDE~ 






































































A L A HOD E HOG RAP H I C N a I SEE X P 0 SUR E 
AIRP(]RT I "REPRESENTATIVE HIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 




I I N 0 I SED U E T 0 A I R P 0 R T, LON I 
I OENQGPAPHIC VARIABLES I-------------I-------------I-------------I----~--------1-------------1 
I 1970 OR AS NorED I 65 70 I 70 - 75 I 75 - 80 I 80 - a5 lOVER 85 1 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 I 1 
I SELF-NOISE, LDNCl)C2) I 
I I 
I IMPACTED POP(l) I 
I I 
I AREA, sa KK I 
I I 
1 TOT POP I sa KN(l) I 
I I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
I I 
I PCT FAMILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 I 
I I 
I PCT AGE 65+ I 
1 I 
I PCT 16+ YRS EO(l) I 
I I 
I PCT MGR/PROF 1 
I I 
1 AVG FAHILY INCOKE I 
I I 
I PCT SINGLE FAN OWL I 
I I 
1 PCT HO~E O~NERS I 
I I 
1 AVG HOKE VALUE I 
1 1 
I PCT HH wITH AIC I 
I I 







































































































































































-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) BASED ON 1981 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
(ZI BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY (3) ADULTS Z5 YEARS OLD OR OLDER 





A LA" ODE HOG RAP H I C N 0 1 see x P 0 SUR E 
AlRPORTI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESIERN; AIRP-ORT" 
COt1l1UNITYI" REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
CASE I BASELINE 
R. e P. 0 R T 
Ocr,AtlT' WNW, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I N a I SED U E T 0 A I R P 0 ~ T, LON 1 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
I 1970 OR AS NOTED I 65 70 I 70 75 I 75 80 I 80 85 lOVER 85 I 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 I 1 
1 SELF-NOISE, LON(1)C2' I 
1 I 
I IMPACTED POPI1' I 
1 I 
I AREA, SQ KM 1 
I I 
I TUT POP I SQ KH(1) I 
1 I 
1 AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
I I 
I PCT fAMILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS) 17 1 
I I 
I PCT AGE 65+ I 
I I 
I peT 16+ YRS EO(3) I 
I I 
I PCT MGR/PROF I 
I I 
I AVG FAMILY INCOME I 
1 I 
I peT SINGLE FAH OWL 1 
I I 
I PCT HOME OWNERS I 
I 1 
I AVG HOME VALUE I 
I 1 
1 peT HH ~ITH AIC I 
1 I 








































































































































































III BASED ON 1961 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
12' BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
131 ADULTS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDER 





4 LAM ODE M 0 G R ~ PHI C N DIS E E X P 0 SUR E 
AIRPORTs "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
COI1MUNITYI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
CASEI BASELINE 
REP 0 R T 
OCTANTI NNW 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 I N 0 I SED U E T 0 AIR P 0 ~ T, L D N 1 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
1 1970 O~ AS NOTED I 65 - 70 I 70 - 75 1 75 - 80 I eo - 85 lOVER 85 1 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
1 I 
1 SELF-NOISE, LDN'1"2) I 
1 I 
1 IMPACTED POP'l) I 
I 1 
I AREA, S:I KM I 
I I 
I TOT POP I SQ KM(11 1 
I I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
I I 
I PCT FAMILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 I 
I I 
1 PCT AGE 65+ I 
1 I 
I PCT 1b+ YRS ED'3) I 
I I 
1 PCT MGR/PROF 1 
I I 
I AVG FAMILY INCO~E I 
1 I 
1 PCT SINGLE FAM OWL I 
I I 
I PCT HOME O~NERS I 
I I 
1 AVG HOME VALUE I 
I I 
1 PCT HH wITH Ale 1 
I 1 





































































































(11 BASED ON 1961 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
(Z) BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
(3) ADULTS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDEQ 







































































A LA" ODE" 0 G R A,P HII C H a I SEE X pas U R E 
URPORTI "REPRESEN'IA.TIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
COMMUNITYI "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
CASE I BASELINE 
REP ~ R T 
OCTA~Tt ~HE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I N 0 I SED U ETa AIR P 0 R T, L 0 H I 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES I-------------I-------------I-------------I----~--------1-------------1 
1 1970 OR AS HOTED I 65 - 70 1 70 - 7' I 75 - eo I BO - 85 lOVER B5 I 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
1 I 
I SELF-NOISE, LDN(1)12) I 
I I 
I IMPACTED POPI1) I 
1 1 
1 AREA, SQ KM I 
I I 
I TOT POP I SQ K~ll) I 
I I 
1 AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
1 1 
I PCT FAMILY POPULATION 1 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS > 17 I 
I I 
1 PCT AGE 65+ I 
1 I 
1 peT 16+ YRS ED(3) I 
1 I 
I PCT HGR/PROF I 
1 I 
1 AVG FAMILY INCOME I 
1 I 
1 PCT SINGLE FA" OWL 1 
I I 
1 peT HO~E OWNERS I 
I I 
1 AVG HOME VALUE I 
1 I 
1 PCT HH ~lTH A/C I 
1 I 





1163 I 1 
































































































































































-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(11 BASED ON 1961 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1?79 
(21 BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
(31 ADULTS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDE~ 





A L A K ODE HOG RAP H I C N a I SEE X pas U R E REP aRT 
AIRPORT' "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
COt4MUNITYa"REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" aCTANTa ENE 
CASE' BASELINE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 I N a I SED U E T 0 A I R P 0 ~ T, LON I 
I DEMOGRAPHIC VA~IABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 I 1970 OR AS NOTED I 65 - 70 I 70 - 75 I J5 - 80 I 80 - 85 lOVER 85 I 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 I I 
I SELF-NOISE, LONI11(Z) r 
1 I 
I IHPAcrEO POP(l) I 
1 I 
I AREA, SQ KM I 
I I 
I TOT POP I SQ KH(ll I 
I I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR 1 
I I 
I PCT FAHILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS) 17 I 
I 1 
1 PCT AGE 65+ I 
I I 
I PCT 1b+ YRS Eo(31 I 
I I 
I PCT HGR/PROF 1 
I I 
I AVG FAMILY INCOHE I 
I I 
I PCT SINGLE FAM OWL I 
1 I 
I PCT HOME OWNERS I 
I 1 
1 AVG HOME VALUE I 
I I 
I PCT HH WITH A/C I 
1 I 







































































































































































-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------III 8ASED ON 1961 POPULATION DATA UPDATED TO 1979 
(Z) BASED ON POPULATION, AFTER GALLOWAY 
(3) ADULTS 25 YEAPS OLD OF OLDEQ 





A LA" 0 0 e HOG R 4 PHI C ~ 0 I SEE X P 0 S U'R E R' E P 0, R' T 
. AI R POR 11 "REPRESENTATIVE HIDWESTERN' AIRPORT" 
COMMUNITY I "REPRESENTATIVE !'lIDWESTERN COHHUNITY" 
oeTANTI ALL ~CTA~TS 
CASEI BASELINE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 1 NOISE DUE TO AIRPO~TI LON I 
1 DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 
I 1Q70 OR AS HOTED I b5 - 70 I 70 - 75 I 75 80 t 80 - e5 lOVER 85 I 
1-----------------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1-------------1 1 I 
, 1 SELF-NOISE, LDNC1ICZ) I 
1 I 
,I, IMPACTED POPel) 1 
I I 
I AREA, sa KH I 
I I 
1 TOT POP I SQ K~(1) I 
1 I 
I AVG GROWTH RATE, APR I 
, I I 
I PCT FAMILY POPULATION I 
I I 
I AVG AGE, ADULTS> 17 1 
I I 
I peT AGE b5+ I 
T 
. 

















AVG FAMILY INCOME 
peT SINGLE FAM OWL 
PCT HOME OWNERS 
AVG HO'IE VALUE 
PCT HH WITH Ale 



















































































































































































e 6.2 I 
I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cli BASEO ON 1961 POPULATIO~ DATA UPDATED TO lQ79 
CZI BASED O~ POPUlATIO~, AFTER GALLa~~y 
(3) AOULTS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDER 





A L A H 0 A I R P 0 R Teo M HUN I T Y N 0 I S E 
AIRPORTI "REPRESENtATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORT" 
COt\I1UtH TY I "REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN COMMUNITY" 
CASEI BASELINE 
I H P 4 C T S U H H A R Y 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I lEN E 1 NNE INN W I WNW I Wsw 1 SSW ISS E I ESE 1 TOTAl I 
1------------------------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1 
I l~PACTEO POPULATION I 27233 I 1163 I 6662 I 1ZZ42 I 10387 I 3558 I 23455 I 34196 1 118918 1 
1 I I I I I I I I I I 
I LEVEL WEIGHT~O POP I 14456 I 584 I 3921 1 7b41 I b430 I 1786 I 142'0 I 2b356 1 7'426 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I NOISE IMPACT INDEX I .531 I .502 I .567 I .624 1 .619 I .503 I .608 I .771 I .b34 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I EOUIVALENT NOISE LEVEL I 67 I 66 I 68 I 69 I 69 I 66 I 68 I 71 I 69 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED I 19.6 I 18.5 I 21.7 I 23.0 I 22.8 I 18.5 I 22.~ I 28.4 I 23.4 I 
1 I I I I I I I I I I 
I POP HIGHLY ANNOYED I 5334 I 215 I 1446 I 2819 I 2372 I b5Q 1 52'8 I 9725 I 27832 I 
I 1 I I I I I I I I I 
I 65 DB CONTOUR, sa KM I 12.94 I 1.97 I 12.53 I 21.44 I 8.88 I 1.42 I 14.52 I 20.61 I 94.31 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 75 08 CO~TOUR, sa KH I .85 I .28 I 1.53 I 4.67 I 1.09 I .26 I 1.97 I 6.73 I 17.58 I 
I I I I I I I 1 .. I. I I 
1 65 DB CONTOUR, sa KH I .21 I .05 I .21 I .88 I .18 I .05 I .16 I 1.b3 I 3.37 I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
rlgure 6. - Concluded. 
3.2.7 Case Runner's Checklist 
Case runner's checklist.- Case running can be facilitated through 
th'e use of the checklist provided by Figure 7. It is recommended that 
the case runner utilize a copy of the checklist while ga~~ering 
airport-related information, and while stepping through the various 
baseline procedures. The completed checklist will serve as a record of 
relevant information pertaining to a specific baseline run. 
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create/obtain Airport Description Data Deck 





Obtain F.A.A. Airport Identifier 
XXX = 
Create Airport Auxiliary File on CPFS cluster with file 
name XXX 
Modify Airport Description Data Deck according to restrictions 
(save on CPFS cluster as XXXOOl) 
Extract program modules, INM database, and ALAMO procedure 
files from tape 




Perfonn VERIFY run 
o Insert VERIFY card in XXXOOl, and replace file 
o Execute VERIFY run 
o Correct input errors, if any 
a Replace XXXOOl with original title card 
Set-up SITE II database files 
Subnit CCL for ALAP-IlO baseline run 
List labels on Reel I and Reel 2 (use LISTLB statement) 
Perform file management (purge unnecessary files) 
Figure 7.-Case Runner's checklist for Baseline subsystem. 
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NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM 
4.0 NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM 
The Noise Reduction Simulation (NRS) subsystem is designed to 
sirnulate a series of reductions in aircraft noise, in order to establish 
the correlation between noise impact index and an equivalent source 
noise reduction. '!his simulation is accomplished throll3h a series of 
modifications to the Integrated Noise Model (INM) database, in which 
noise level values associated with aircraft perfonnance, are modified to 
reflect a corresponding reduction in source noise. The modified data-
base is then used, in conj unction wi th the modules of the Baseline 
subsystem, to generate and overlay aircraft noise footprints on the 
population distribution of a designated airport. The resultant noise 
impact index is then evaluated as a function of the reduction in source 
noise. Simulations are accomplished for 7 cases representing database 
noise level modifications of -4 decibels (dB), -2 dB, and from 2 dB to 
10 dB, in 2 dB steps. 
Input to the NRS subsystem consists of the Airport Description Data 
Decks and the INM database. The primary output produced is a plot 
containing 2 frames; frame 1 represents the tabulated results of the 
source noise reduction, and the associated noise impact index; frame 2 
contains a graphical display of the noise impact index versus the source 
noise reduction. 
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The modules of the Baseline subsystem are the core of the NRS 
.' 
subsystem; additionally, files generated or modified by the Baseline 
iubsystem are required as input to the NRS subsystem. Consequently, the 
user must be familiar with the construction and use of the Baseline 
subsystem in order to proceed with NRS subsystem use. 
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Subsystem Architecture 
4.1 Subsystem Architecture 
The Noise Reduction Simulation subsystem utilizes 3 modules, in 
addition to the core modules required by a Baseline run. Those 
additional modules are the CYBER Control Language Generator, the INM 
database Modifier, and the Plot/Report Generator. A block diagram of 
this subsystem is illustrated by Figure 8. Module input/output 
specifications can be found in Table V, where both file descriptions and 
file ~es are denoted. The user should note that figure 8 represents 
the Baseline subsystem as a single block. A block diagram expansion of 
that subsystem, along with the corresponding module descriptions, can be 
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Figure 8.-Block diagram of Noise Reduction Simulation subsystem. 
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TABLE V.-NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATION MODULE SPECIFICATIONS 







Creation of INM Input Decks and Submit Files 
Airport Auxiliary File (TAPEl/XXX) 
Airport Description Data Deck (TAPE2/XXXOOI) 
CYBER Control Language (TAPE3) 
Error Messages (TAPE8) 
None 







Modification of Standard INM Database 
INM Database (TAPEl) 









Evaluation of Noise Dnpact Index and Source Noise 
Reduction 
file of Noise Dnpact Summary Reports (TAPE5) 
Plot Vector File (SAVPLT) 
Auxiliary Infonnation (TAPE6) 
TAPE? 
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4.1.1 CYBER Control Language Generator 
CYBER Control Language Generator.- The CYBER Control Language (CCL) 
Generator has the 2 following functions: to create 7 variations of 
the Airport Description Data Deck, and to generate the CCL necessary to 
process those decks in parallel, using the modules of the Baseline 
subsyst~n and a modified version of the INM database. The 7 Airport 
Description Data Decks differ only in the card image that contains the 
case name; this name reflects the decibel reduction factor used in the 
modification of the INM database. The CCL generated for each deck 
includes statements to invoke the INM Database Modifier, and then to 
execute the modules of the Baseline subsystem, using an appropriately 
modified version of the INM database. 
Input to the OCL Generator is the baseline Airport Description Data 
Deck. output consists of the 7 variations of the Airport Description 
Data Deck, and the 7 corresponding sets of ceL required to process those 
decks. The user need not be concerned with output file handling; all 
file handling is accomplished by the module itself, durinJ execution. 
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4.1.2 INM Database Modifier 
INM Database Modifier.- The INM Database Modifier adjusts the 
aircraft noise level values in a copy of the INM database; the 
result is a database of aircraft noise and perfonnance that can be 
used to simulate a specific source noise reduction. The modified 
database is used as input to the modules of the ALAMO Baseline sub-
system, resulting in a Noise Dnpact Summary Report that reflects 
the impact of airport operations of the surrounding community. '!he 
INM Database Modifier uses, as input, a copy of the standard INM 
database. A job control register is then sampled to detennine the 
factor, in decibels, to be used in the adjustment of the noise level 
values. OUtput from this module is a copy of the INM database, with 
documented noise levels. During execution of the Noise Reduction 
Simulation subsysten, 7 modified copies of the INM database are 
produced, representing noise level values adjusted by -4 dB, -2 dB, 
and from 2 dB to 10 dB, in 2 dB increments. 
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4.1.3 Plot/Report Generator 
Plot/Report Generator.- The Plot/Report Generator is the final 
I~odule in the NRS subsystem. It is executed only after the 
successful completion of the 7 jobs initiated by the CCL Generator. 
The Plot/Report Generator searches a file of Noise Dmpact Sunnary 
reports for the noise impact index associated with each of 8 runs, 
including the 7 NRS subsystem ALAMO runs and the Baseline run. 
The noise impact index and the associated reduction in database 
noise values are plotted, both in tabulated and graphical form. 
Input to the Plot/Report Generator is the file of Noise Dnpact 
Summary Reports. Output from this module is a plot vector file that 
illustrates the functional relationship between the noise impact 
index and the equivalent source noise reduction. 
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subsystem Usage 
4.2 Subsystem Usage 
To execute the Noise Reduction Simulation subsysten, the user 
must accomplish the following steps: 
1. File Modification and Retrieval 
2. Submission of appropriate CCL to execute subsystem 
Procedure descriptions follow, along with a description of the file 
nalning conventions used, sample subsysten results, and a case 
runner's checklist. 
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4.2.1.1 File Modification and Retrieval 
File modification and retrieval: The five following categories 
of files must be retrieved or modified for a Noise Reduction Sim-
ulation subsystan run: 
1. Program modules and execution procedures 
2. SITE II Demographic Data 
3. Airport Description nata Deck 
4. Airport Auxiliary File 
5. Baseline Noise ]mpact Summary Report 
Files in categories 1 and 2 reside on tape, and retrieval procedures 
are described below. The Airport Description Data Deck, used by the 
Baseline subsystem, and the Noise Dnpact Swnnary Report, produced by 
the Baseline subsystan, must be available as indirect access flIes. 
The Airport Auxiliary File, us~ by the Baseline subsystem, must be 
modified. 
program Modules 
ALAMO Baseline program modules, the INM database, and the 
ALAMO multi-procedure file must be brought on line prior to NRS 
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subsystem execution. A description of file retrieval procedures can 
be found in the Baseline subsyst~n section, File Creation and 
Retrieval. In addition, this subsystem requires retrieval of 3 
additional modules from tape; these modules are listed in Table VI; 
they can be extracted from tape by following the same retrieval 
procedures as described for the Baseline subsysten modules. 
Demographic Data 
Airport Description Data Deck 
Baseline Noise Dnpact Summary Report 
The demographic data required by the NRS subsystem is identical 
to the data required for the execution of the Baseline subsystem. 
The user is referred to Appendix A for demographic file retrieval 
procedures. Additionally, the same Airport Description Data Deck is 
required by the NRS subsysten, as was required by the Baseline 
subsystem. If not online, the file must be retrieved from tape. 
Finally, the Noise nnpact Summary Report, saved by the Baseline 
subsystem as an indirect access file, must be online. 
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TABLE VI.-NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATION MODULES 
FILE NAME CUJSTER FUNCTION 
NOIRDIA CPFS CCL Generator 
NOIRD2A CPFS INM Database Modifier 
NRSRPTA CPFS Plot/Report Generator 
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4.2.1.2 ~irport Auxiliary File 
Airport auxiliary file: '!he Airport Auxiliary File, as used by the 
Baseline subsysteM, must be retrieved and modified for use by the 
Noise Reduction Simulation subsystem. ~ a result of a Baseline exe-
cution, 2 additional card images are added to this file. This informa-
tion is utilized by the N.R.S. subsystem. Additionally, lines corres-
ponding to card images 1,2, and 3 must be filled in with information, 
as described in Table VII. card images 12 and 13 are created during 
execution of the baseline subsystem; the user is not responsible for 
providing the information, but must use the copy of the Airport 
Auxiliary File that results after processing with the baseline subsystem. 
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TABLE VII.-AIRPORT AUXIL!ARY FILE FORMAT 
NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM 
~(S) DATA , COLUMN(S) FORMAT 
1 Delivery infonnation 1-20 2A10 
User Number 21-27 A7 
Charge Number 29-34 A6 
2 Reel Identifier 1-6 A6 
Backup Reel IdentifIer 8-13 A6 
3 F.A.A. Identifier 1-3 A3 
4-6 Blank 
7-11 Fonnat - See TABLE III 
12 Plot Scale Factor 1-10 F10.5 
13 Baseline Population ~lues 1-72 918 
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4.2.2 File-Naming Conventions 
File-Naming Conventions: The responsibility of using appropriate 
file names, in accordance with set naming conventions, is assumed by 
the Noise Reduction Simulation software. The user need only be aware 
of the n~ning conventions that are employed, for proper file identi-
fication after program execution. As with the Baseline subsystem, the 
unique F.A.A. airport identifier is utilized as the first 3 characters 
in the 6-character file name; characters 4 and 5 are used to identify 
a specific run associated with the NRS subsystem. Character 6 is used, 
as with the Baseline mode, to distin3uish between files generated by the 
processing of a specific Airport Description Data Deck with the modules 
of the baseline subsystem. The user is referred to Table IV, Baseline 
subsystem section, for a detailed file description associated with 
character 6. Table VIII illustrates the NRS file naming conventions 
utilized, with the Airport Description Data Deck used as the sample 
file. 
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TABLE VIII.-NOISE REDUC'fICN SIMU[ATION FILE NAMIN3 CONVENTIONS 
FILE NAME FILE IDENTIFICATION 
XXXOAl 2 dB Database Reduction 
XXXOBI 4 dB Database Redu~tion 
XXXOCI 6 dB OataBase Reduction 
XXXODI 8 dB DataBase Reduction 
XXXOEl 10 dB DataBase Reduction 
XXXOFI -2 dB DataBase Reduction 
XXXOGI -4 dB DataBase Reduction 
xxx = Unique Federal Aviation Administration Identifier 
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4.2.3 CYBER Control Language 
CYBER Control Language.- The CYBER Control Language re-
quired to execute the Noise Reduction Simulation subsystem 
is illustrated by Figures 9 and 10. The submit file to initiate 
execution of the 7 parallel runs (Figure 9), must be sub-
mitted only after a successful execution of the baseline sub-
system (Figure 4). The sample submit files contain editing 
notes to aid the user in file creation. The editing notes in 
Figure 10 indicate that a value must be provided for register 
1 (Rl). This register should be set to a value that accounts 
for the Baseline run, as well as all successful NRS subsystem 
runs. Typically Rl would be set to the value of 8. 
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NOIJOBl,TlOO,CMl50000. 
\ USER, •••• 






- REPLACE XXX WITH F.A.A. IDENTIFIERS 
Figure 9.-Submit file for Noise Reduction Simulation CCL Generation job. 
NOIJOB2,TIOO,CMIOOOOO. 
USER, •••• 








- REPLACE XXX WITH F.A.A. IDENTIFIER 
DELIVERY INFO 
- INSERT APPROPRIATE INTEGER VALUE FOR REGISTER SETTING 
Figure IO.-Submit file for Noise Reduction Simulation Plot/Report job. 
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4.2.4 Sample Subsystem Results 
Sample subsystem results.- Noise Reduction Simulation subsystem 
results consist of a plot vector file with 2 frames. The first frame, 
illustrated by Figure 11, represents the tabulated results of the source 
noise reduction, and the associated noise impact index. The second 
frame, illustrated by Figure 12, contains a graphical display of the 










EFFECT OF SOURCE NOISE REDUCTION 
R I RPORT: IIREPRESENTATIVE f1IDWESTERN AI RPORT II 
SOURCE NOISE REDUCTION NOISE IMP8CT INDEX 
-4 DB 1.399 
-2 DB .963 
0 DB .634: 
2 08 .409 
4 DB .243 
6 DB .149 
8 DB .109 
10 DB .061 
~------





























"REPRESENTATIVE MIDWESTERN AIRPORI'" 
.06 r I I I I .J J-L I L--LLJ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I rr-r 
-oj -2 0 2 'I - 8 
SOURCE NOISE REDUCTION (OBI 
F~gure 12 - Noise impact of source noise reduction 
4.2.5 Case Runner's Checklist 
Case Runner's Gase.- Case running can De facilited through the use 
, 
of the checklist provided in Figure 13. It is recomnended that the 
-
case runner utilize a copy of the checklist to ensure that the subsysten 
exeCution steps are accomplished in the appropriate sequences. 
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Execute Baseline subsystem 
Modify Airport Auxiliary File 
Extract all program modules, INM database, and ALAMO 
procedure file from tape, if not online 
Set up demographic data 
Submit CCL illustrated by Figure 9, upon completion 
of Baseline subsystem execution 
Submit CCL illustrated by Figure 10, upon completion of 
execution of the 7 parallel N.R.S. subsystem runs 
List labels from 2 tapes (use LISTLB statement) 
Perfonn file management (purge unnecessary files) 
Flgure 13.-Case runner's checklist for Noise Reduction Simulation. 
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NarES AND CCJ.MENI'S 
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TRACK ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM 
5.0 TRACK ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM 
The Track Analysis subsystem is designed to evaluate airport ground 
tracks, in order to obtain a visual representation of the track. 
Additionally, the evaluation yields a report that presents, for each 
ground track, 
is utilized. 
the associated number of people overflown when the track 
A ground track, the representation of a flight path's 
projection on tl1e ground, is specified in the Airport Description Data 
Deck as one or more straight or curved segments. Within the Track 
Analysis subsystem, the original track descriptions are converted to a 
series of xy-coordinates, expressed in half-mile units. Each track is 
modeled from the runway endpoint to the edge of the airport community. 
In addition to being plotted, these track coordinates are associated 
with specific population values in the airport community. 
Central to the understanding of the Track Analysis subsysten is the 
notion of the airport community population grid. This grid, a 41 x 41 
matrix of population values, is generated through the use of the SITE II 
demographics system. 'Jlle airport community is subdivided into 1681 
squares, each 1/2 mile by 1/2 mile; the center of the grid is the 
airport centroid, the geometric center of the runway configuration. The 
value of each node in the grid is equivalent to the population value 
contained in an area, 1/2 mile on a side, surrounding the node. 
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Input to the Track Analysis subsystem is the Airport Description 
Data Deck and the Airport Auxil iary File. OUtput produced by the Track 
Analysis subsystem consists of the plot of the airport ground tracks, as 




5.1 Subsystem Architecture 
The Track Analysis subsystem uses the following software, executed 
in order of presentation: the SITE II Input Generator, the SITE II 
Demographics systen, the Track Converter, the Track Plot Generator, and 
the Track Population Report Generator. 
subsystem is illustrated by Figure 
specifications can be found in TABLE IX. 
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A block diagram of this 








A - Airport Auxiliary File 
B - Selected Records 
C - Sorted Records 
D - Airport Description Data Deck 
Track 
Evaluator 




TABLE IX.-TRACK ANALYSIS MODULE SPECIFICATIONS 












Generation of SITE Input card ]mages 
Airport Auxiliary File (TAPEl/XXX) 
SITE Input (TAPE2) 
None 
INMXYA 
Track Conversion; Grid Generation 
Airport Description Data Deck (TAPE4/XXX001) 











Graphical Representation of Tracks 
Track Coordinates (TAPE2) 
Airport Auxiliary File (TAPE3/XXX) 
Airport Description Data Deck (TAPES/XXX001) 
Plot Vector File 
Track Coordinates-Mile Units (TAPE6) 
None 







Track Population Analysis 
Track Coordinates (TRACKS) 
Airport Auxiliary File (IDFILE/XXX) 
Grid Population File (POPFILE/XXXGRID) 
Line Printer Report 
None 
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5~1.1 SITE II Input Generator 
SITE II Input-Generator.- The SITE II Input Generator produces the 
'card images, in accordance with the SITE II specifications, that 
are required to describe the airport community as a series of polygons; 
each polygon is a square, 1/2 mile on a side; the squares are described, 
starting in the northwest corner of the ai rport corrununi ty, proceed ing 
east in 1/2 mile increments, until 41 squares have been described; a 
displacement of 1/2 mile to the south is then made, reposi tioning is 
made to the western-most position, and another 41 squares are then 
described. This ptlttern is repeated until 41 rows of 41 squares have 
been described. The latitude and longitude of the airport centroid 
is the reference point for all polygon descriptions. The user is refer-
red to the SITE II User's Manual for details concerning polygonal area 
descriptions and report formats. Each set of SITE II input cards re-
quests output in the form of SITE II Summary Reports; these reports, 
when generated, contain the population found within the polygon 
described. Input to the SI'rE II Input Generator is the Airport 
Auxiliary File. OUtput from the module are the SITE II card images 
required to execute the SITE II system in order to produce 1681 
Surrunary Reports, one for each square in the airport corrununity. 
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5.1.2 SITE II Demographics System 
SITE II Demographics System.- The SITE II Demographics Systen is a 
set of modules that queries a census database, and extracts specific 
demographic variables, in report fonn, pertinent to the area under 
study. In the Track Analysis subsystem, SITE II is used to generate 
SITE II Summary Reports, containing population information for a 
~eanetrically uescribed area of interest. Input to the SITE II 
system are card images, in SITE II-specific format, containing a 
latitude, longitude, and a polygonal area expressed as a series 
of displacenent values from the given latitude and longitude. Output 
from the SITE II system is a series of Summary Reports, one for each 
polYJon, containing the number of people living within the described 
area. 
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5.1.3 Track Converter 
Track Converter.- Within the Track Analysis subsystem, the Track 
Converter is a dual purpose program that accomplishes the following: 
(1) the processing of the SITE II Summary Reports, creating a file of 
grid 'population values and (2) the analysis of the Airport Descrip-
tion Data Deck, converting the track descriptions from a series of 
straight and curved segments, to a series of xy-coordinates. The 
coordinates are expressed as integer values, in 1/2 mile units; they 
describe the track from the node closest to the runway endpoint, to a 
node on the edge of the airport community population grid. Input to 
the Track Converter is the Airport Description Data Deck, and the 
SITE: II summary Reports. OJtput produced is a multi-file file, con-
taining the grid population data, followed by an end-of-file mark, 
which in turn is followed by the file of track coordinates. 
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5.1.4 Track plot Generator 
Track plot Generator.- The Track Plot Generator produces a plot 
vector file that is a representation of the ground track coordinates. 
In addition to drawing the tracks, the Track plot Generator labels the 
output with the airport F.A.A. identifier and plots airport runways. 
Input to the Track Plot Generator is the Airport AuXiliary File, the 
Airport Description Data Deck, and a file of track coordinates. 
OUtput produced by the module is a plot vector file containing the track 
representations. 
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5.1'.5 Track Population Report Generator 
Track Population Report Generator.- The Track Population Report 
Generator processes the file of track coordinates, and associates 
each point on the track with a population value from the airport 
community population grid. The associated population values are 
surruned for each track, and a report is produced with an entry for each 
track; the entry contains the track identifier, as well as the pop-
ulation associated with that track. Additionally', the report is labeled 
with the F.A.A. identifier for the airport under study. Input to 
the Track Population Report Generator is ti1e Airport Auxiliary File, a 
file of track coordinates, and the airport community population grId 
values. Output from the module is ti1e report, in printer listing 
format, for the ground tracks under evaluation. 
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Subsystem Usage 
5.2 Subsystem Usage 
Subsystem Usage.- To execute the Track Analysis subsystem, the user 
must accomplish the following steps: 
1. File creation and retrieval 
2. preliminary processing 
3. Submission of appropriate CCL to derive subsysten 
execution 
Descriptions of these procedures follow; additionally, file-naming 
conventions are described, and sample subsystem results and a case 
runner's checklist are provided. 
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5.2.1 File Creation and Retrieval 
.. 
File creation and retrieval.- The four following categories of files 
must be retrieved or modified for a Track Analysis subsystem run: 
1. program modules and execution procedures 
2. SITE II demographic data 
3. Airport Description Data Deck 
4. Airport Auxiliary File 
" 
Files " in categories 1 and 2 reside on tape, and reference to retrieval 
procedures are given below. The Airport Description Data Deck, and the 
Airport Auxiliary File, must be created or modified as described below. 
5.2.1.1 program Modules 
Program modules: All program modules listed in TABLE X must be 
brought online prior to Track Analysis subsystem execution. These 
modules exist on magnetic tapes, reel number NNOl20; file retrieval pro-
cedures can be found in the Baseline subsystem section under File 
























ALAMO Procedure File 
Track Converter 
SITE II Input Generator 
Track population Report 
Generator 
SITE II-Phase 1 
SITE II-Phase 2 
SITE II Procedure File 






5.2.1.2 SITE II Demographic Data 
Airport Description Data ~ck 
SITE II demographic dat~: The demographic data required by the 
Track Analysis subsysten is id~ntical to the data required for execution 
of the Baseline subsystem. The user is referred to Appendix A for 
demographic file retrieval procedures. The Airport Descrip~ion Data 
Deck, as required by the Baseline subsystem, is also req~ired by the 
Track Analysis subsystem. If the user has executed the Baseline 
subsystem, the Airport Description Data Deck is available on the 
tape created by that subsysten. Otherwise, the file must be con-
structed. The user is referred to the description of the Airport 
Description Data Deck in the Baseline subsysten section for file 
specification. 
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5.2.1.3 Airport Auxiliary File 
Airport auxiliary file: The Airport Auxiliary File, required by the 
Baseline subsystem, is also required by the Track Analysis subsystem. 
If the Baseline subsystem has been executed, the user retrieves the 
Airport Auxiliary File from tape and makes the required modifications 
to be co~patib1e with the requirements of the Track Analysis subsysten. 
Otherwise, the user must construct the file. TABLE XI contains the file 











TABLE XI.-AIRPORT AUXILIARY FILE FORMAT 
TRACK ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM 
DATA COLUMN(S) 
















5.2.2 File-N~ning Conventions 
File-Naming conventions.- The responsibilities of using approp-
riate file names, in accordance with set naming conventions, is 
assu~ed partially by the user, and partially by the Track Analysis sub-
system. TABLE XII illustrates the file-naming conventions used. The 
user must provide the Airport Auxiliary File, and save it as an in-
direct access file under the file name XXX, where XXX is the 3-
character string representing the F.A.A. identifier for the airport under 
study. Appendix C contains a partial list of F.A.A. identifiers. 
The user must also provide the Airport Description Data Deck, saved under 
the file nal:1e of XXXOOl. After subsystem execution, 2 new files will 
be created and written to tape. File XXXSUM is the file of SITE II 
Summary Reports, generated in order to develop the airport community 
population grid. File XXXGRID is also created, stored on tape, and 
additionally saved as an indirect access file. XXXGRID is a multi-file 
file; the first set of data consists of the population values for the 
airport commw1ity population grid. The second file on XXXGRID consists 







TABLE XII.-TRACK ANALYSIS NAMING CONVENTIONS 
FILE IDENTIFICATION 
Airport Auxiliary File 
Airport Description Data Deck 
Population Grid/Track Coordinates 
SITE II Summary Reports 
XXX=Unique Federal Aviation Administration Identifier 
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preliminary processing 
If the user is initiating ALAMO case runnin~ with the Track Analysis 
subsystem, and the Baseline subsystem has not been executed, it is 
necessary to perform tape initialization procedures, as described by the 
Baseline subsystem section under tape initialization. Any subsequent 
use of the tapes must not include initialization procedures. 
Reinitializing of the tapes causes all information previously written to 
tape to be lost. 
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5.2.3 CYBER Control Language 
CYBER control·language.~ The CYBER Control Language (CCL) required 
to execute the Track Analysis subsysten is illustrated by Figure 15. 
The Figure includes editing notes to aid the user in subni t file 
creation. The CCL required for Track Analysis subsystem execution is 
primarily contained in the multi-procedure file, A2; Appendix B con-
tains a listing of statements found in this file. The user is refer-
red to the NOS User's Guide for an explanation of the control statements 
involved. 
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TRKJOB,TIOOO,CM1SOOOO. DELIVE~ INFO 
USER, •••• 















- INSERT ACTUAL REEL NUMBERS IN VSN STATEMENT 
- REPLACE XXX WITH F .A.A. IDENTIFIER 
Figure IS.-Submit file for Track Analysis job. 
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Sample Subsystem Results 
Track Analysis subsysten results consist of a plot, illustrated by 
Figure 16, and a report, illustrated by Figure 17. The plot contains a 
representation of the airport ground tracks, runways, and the 
appropriate F.A.A. identifier. The report contains the population 
values associated with each track, indicating the number of people 
overflown when the specific track is selected for use. 
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xxx 




~~ ____ ~ ____________ 11 
9 
r19ur~ 16. - Plot r~sultln9 from Track AnalysIs subsyst~m ~x~cutlon. 
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AIR P 0 R TID E N T 1 FIE R )( X X 
STANDARD TRACKS 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
I I 1 
I TRACK IDENTIFIER I POPULATI0~ VALUES I 
IIIIII111II1111!11111111111111111111!11111111111111111I!11Ill11 
I I I 
I 1 1 36851 I 
I I I 
I 2 1 4733 1 
I I I 
I 3 I 6411 I 
I I 1 
1 4 I 12113 1 
II
I 5 I 21798 I 
I 6 I 4477 I 
1 7 1 17542 I 
1 1 I 
I 8 I 292..74 r 
I I I 
1 ~ 1 18142 1 
I I I 
I 10 1 13917 J. 
I I 1 
I 11 1 16904 I 
I 1 1 
r 12 I 16969 I 
I I I 
I 13 I 1714 J. 
1 I I 
I 14 I 29609 I 
I I 1 
I 15 I 5413 1 
I I I 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIII11II! 
rlgure 17. - Report resulting from Track AnalYSIS subsystem executIon. 
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~.2.4 Case Runner's Checklist 
Case runner's checklist.- case running can be facilitated by 
the use of the checklist provided in Figure 18. It is recommende:l that 
the case runner utilize a copy of the checklist to ensure that the sub-
systen execution steps are accomplished in the appropriate sequence. 
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create/obtain Airport i)?scription Data Deck 





Extract required modules anj procedure 
file from tape 
Request and initialize tapes, if required 
Reel 1 
Reel 2 
Set up SITE II database files 
Create and submit CCL to drive Track 
--- Analysis Subsystem execution 
List labels on Reel 1 and Reel 2 (use LISTLB statement) 
Perfonn file management (purge unnecessary files) 
Figure lS.-Case runner's checklist for Track Analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 
SITE II FILE PROCEDURES 
The SITE II Demographics System is composoo of tw:> SITE II program 
modules, and the SITE II database. Due to its large size, the SITE II 
database is maintained on tape; pertinent sections of the database 
must be retreived prior to any ALAMO subsystem execution. 'lhe custom 
installation of SITr~ II at LaRC allows for census data representative of 
exactly 3 states to be brought online at any given time. 'lhe user can 
accomplish a SITE II file retrieval by submitting, to the R or T 
machine, an appropriately-edited copy of the file illustrated by Figure 
19; editing requirements are noted on the figure. The sample submi t 
file is appropriately edited to retrieve census data for Illinois, 
Kentuc~y, and Missouri. This submit file invokes procedure file SET, in 
order to complete SITE II file retrieval. This procedure file is 
illustrated by Figure 20; it should be retrieved from tape using file 
access methods explained ln the File Credtion and Retrieval section, and 
stored on the CPFS cluster. The user is required to specify, in the 
submit file, state abbreviations and integer codes for the 3 states 
selected. The submit file, illustrated by Figure 19, contains editing 
notes to assist the case runner in the proper placement of the state 
integer codes and character abbreviations. A listing of the state 
inte~er codes and abbreviations is provided in TABLE XIII. Six files, 
residing on the WFS cluster, result from a successful execution of the 
A-I 
I < 
subni t file. The resultant files are identified as MNFl, MNF2, MNF3, 
NSFl, NSF2, and NSF3. 
care sholJld be taken, when selecting states, to inc lLrl e any 
bordering state that might be within a given airport community. For 
exa~ple, to include complete census data for National Airport, 
washing'ton, D.C., census data for the District of Columbia, Maryland, 
and Virginia must be retrieved. If a single state is sufflcient to 
incorporate an entire airport community, then the additional states 
chosen should be states contaInIng airp:>rts of interest for subsequent 
case stud ies • 
!-.-2 
SUBFfL,TlOO,Ct1l00000. DELIVERY INFO 
USlm, ••• 





- REPLACE INTEGER CODES 17, 21, AND 29 WITH THE 
APPROPRIATE INTEGER CODES FOR THE STATES OF 
INTEREST 
- REPLACE CHARACTER CODES IL, KY, AND 1-10 WITH THE 
APPROPRIATE CHARACTER CODES FOR THE STATES OF 
INTEREST 
Figure Al.-Submlt [LLe for SITE [I ftle retrieval. 
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.. PROC,SETUP,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H. 
BEGIN, T,SET ,A. A, NIXrr7S.tIDl052, D,f'T'Fl. 
BEGIN,T.SET,A.B.ND0775,NDl062.E.MNF2. 
BEGIN,T,SET,B.C.ND0775,NDl062,F,MNF3. 












END I F • LAm..B. 
RETLRri. T FPE2. 
IFE,(H.EQ.l).LRBELC. 
VSN. T~ -1'037S3. 
lABEl,TAPE3.PO-R,SI-ZIPCDS.FI-ZIPALL. 
COPYBF,TAPE3,ZIPF1. 
R£Pl..J:a:. ZIPF 1. 
END IF , LABELC. 
REVERT. MYCQ SETUP 
.PROC,T,A.B.Tl.T2.C,FF. 
f'I....R(;(:, FF /T'A I ST -LPF • 








END IF • LABEl.B. 
~.TAPE1. 





END IF , LAID..D. 
COPYEf', Tl=PE1. IT • 
R£ll.RN, IT • 
REVERT. MYCQ T 
.PROC.BT,~ID,X,MNI. 





REVERT. MYCQ BT 
.., .. , " y'''',''' •• _ , ...... TW"'j~"l" ~"''''', -." .. t 
Figure A2. - SITE II multl-proc~dure f1le. 
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TABLE XIII. SITE II STATE CODES AND ABBREVIATIONS 
STATE NAMES ABBREVIATION CODE 
ALABAMA AL 01 
ALASKA AK 02 
ARIZONA AZ 04 
ARKANSAS AR 05 
CALIFORNIA CA 06 
COLORADO CO 08 
CONNECTICUT CT 09 
DELAWARE DE 10 
DISTRICT OF COLUl1BIA DC 11 
FLORIDA FL 12 
GEORGIA GA 13 
HAWAII HI 15 
IDAHO ID 16 
ILLINOIS IL 17 
INDIANA IN 18 
ImlA IA 19 
KANSAS KS 20 
KENTUCKY KY 21 
LOUISIANA LA 22 
~lAINE 11E 23 
MARYLAND MA 25 
}lICHICAN t1I 26 
MINNESOTA HN 27 
A-S 
TABLE XIII. SITE II STATE CODES AND ABBREVIATIONS 
(continued) 
STATE NAHES i\BBRIW J ATION CODES 
---
MlSSISSIPPI r1~ 2H 
HISSOUlU MO 29 
HONTANA MT 30 
NEBRASKA NE 31 
NEVADA NV 32 
NEH HAHPSHIRE Nfl 33 
NEW JERSEY NJ 34 
NEW MEXICO NM 35 
NEW YORK NY 3b 
NORTH CAROLINA NC 37 
NORTH DAKOTA ND '38 
OHIO OH 39 
OKLAHOHA OK 40 
OREGON OR 41 
PENNSYLVANIA PA 42 
RHODE ISLAND Rl 44 
SOUTH CAROLINA SC 45 
SOUTH DAKOTA SD 46 
TENNESSEE TN 47 
TEXAS TX 48 
UTAH UT 49 
VERHONT VT 50 
]\.-6 
TARLE XIII. SITE II STATE CODES AND ABBREVIATIONS 
(continued) 
STATE lMHES ABBREVIATION CODES 
VIRGINIA VA 51 
WASHINGTON WA 52 
WEST VIRGINIA WV 54 
WISCONSIN WI 55 




ALAMO'SYSTEH HULTIPROCEDURE FILE 
B-1 
Fi.gure 21, the ALANO mult1-procedure fi.le A2, contaIn., the CYBr.R 
Control L:lI1guage invoked by ,lll ') &ubsystemf>. The lI&er lb referrl~tl lo 
the NOS User's Guide for a detalled ex:plan,ltion of each st,lteml'nt. 
B-2 
.PROC,Al,A,B,C,D,E.r.G.H,J,K. 
* rILE P2 CCNrAI t6 n£ 5 rCt;LCX.JI t'(; PRCX:E:D...R£ r IL£S: 
* Rl mIVER F"OR A CCM='LETE ~ RLf'I 
* E1 EXEOJTES ~ 2 CF ~ 
* C1 ~ITES F"ILES PRODto:ED BY R..J:M:) RLf'I TO 
* TR=£ (T~l F"CR 5U:CESSf1.L ~, TA0E52 
* FCR RUi WITH ERRCRS) 
* D1 INITIR-IZES T~ lJS£D IN R..J:M:) RLl'l 
* Gl GE:JtRATES PCR.l..ATICX'I GRID ~ ST~ 
* ~ 
***~****r*r~~*~*~*n*n~on**on*n*n**~*n*~*~*b*~********************~**~**~****** 
* Ri PROCEI:U\£  ItENTIF 1 CAT I CX'i: 
* A lfi1 11'PUT CASE 
* B LISTru:u: IH1 c::urn.rr 
* C lfi1 CUTPUT - CCNTcx.R POINTS (~ 2 II'P\.JT) 
* D ~ 1 a.rrPUT (SITE II II'PUT) 
* E SAVPL T tILE - OJTPUT FRCX1 ~ 1 
* F SIn: II a.rrPUT (PffiTIR.) 
* G SIn: I I a..JTPUT (CCX"'A....ETE) - II'PUT FOO ~ 2 
* H 10~ ~ ~ REPORT (B=6ELlf'£ CAS£) 
* J i0~ ~ ~ RE:POOT (C~ CASiE) 
* K R..fM:) FU><ILIFRY fILE (l1'PUT tOO 1 A'ID 2) 
*~*~*****X**~~**~***********~~~~~********~ .. ******** 
* 
* IF R3-1. m I x: REUJ:T 1 CX'I S Hl_LATI CX'i RLf'I I S Hi PRCX;R£SS; 
* R f"ODlFIED VERSlai Cf"" IH1 u:lTABAS£ R...READY EXISTS 









* EXEQJTE Tr£ lti'1 MJIX..L£ Cf"" FLFt"O 








END I Fe LAIfl..q) 
RETtRN, TfPES, T1=f'E6. lr:PE2, TFPEB. 
RETL@'i, T1=PE9, TFfU.l~. 
* 








Figure Bl. - ALAMO system multl-procedure file. 
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ENDIF",Lmn£. 
R£l.JIND, Tl=PE1 . 
. CCFYEI,TFPEl,D. 
R£l.JIND, SAVPL T • _ 
CCFYEI,SAVPLT,E. 
R£l.JI ND , SAVPL T. 
PLOT.CAlPOST,ll(XM-.7,YM-.7) 













* ~OJTE SITE II 
* WHILE, (Rl.NE.B),LGBEL3. 
ATTACH,TAPE21-NSF1. 















RE11.RN, TADEl, T~, TAPE3, Ti=PE4, TFf-=t=21, T~--£22. 










END I Fe L...AEU.C) 
RE11.RN,A-ilA,TAPE21,TAPE22,TAPE23. 
RETl.RN, SOOTfL, TFPE31, TFPE32, TFr£33, PK2A. 
RE11...RN, TFf='ES, TAPE6, T RPEl, TI=F£2. 
* 











OiD If< l..HOCLD) 












.. SET RIG-99 TO INDICATE s:ttLIf'£ PROELEM; ~ITE I=U. 











E1iD I Fe lffifl.E) 
R£Vc:RT .HYCQ 
Figure Bl. - Continued. 
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.?ROC,BI,G,H.J.K. 
* Bl EXE:a.rrES PH:e: 2 Ck RJ=M) 
* B1 PRCX:l::IXR£ ~ lDENTIFlCATICX'i: 
* G SITE II REPffiTS (FH=iSE 2 npUT> 
* H 10lti ~ R..J=M:) REPORT (C~ CASE) 
* J 1 am ,~ fU:M) REPORT (BASO..lf'£ CASE) 
• J< : R.J=M) RlXI LI FRY FI L£ 
GET. R..fU'TA. 
GET.K. 


















Figure Bl. - Continued. 
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• PROC, C1. A, 8, Z. 
* C1 L..RI TES EXIST IN:; FILES PROrx.x:ED BY A...J=t"() TO T WE 
* C1 PRCX:l:Il.RE ~ IOCNTIFlCATICX'I: 
* A RJnO-(;O£RATED FILE F~ T~ 
• B : RJnO-(;O£RATED FILE F~ T~ 












R£:Vt:RT • MYCQ 
Figure Bl.- Continued. 
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.PROC,Ol,K. 
:$ ••• It.,~· * * * •••••••• * •••••• * •• *. «XK«~::':~ * * * ••• * ~...-.: ....... * •• ., ••• 
* 01 INITIALIZES TAPES 
* 
* 01 PRCX:::£IX.RE ~ IOCNTIFIERS: 








RETl..RN, T FPi:52, K. 
R£VERT • MYCCl... 
Figure Bl.- Con~1nued. 
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.PROC,Gl,~,B,CC,D . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• «X*« ••••••••• ••••••••• ~. 
* G1 OCVt:LCPS GRID a:- AI~ CO"M...liITY. 
* RiD OCYELCPS ST~ ~
• 
* Gl ~ ~lER IOCNTIFlCATICti: 
* R : R..JH) fUo<ILIFR'f FILE 
* B : SIn:: II OJTPUT FILE (l1'AlT TO II'I1XYA) 
* ce: FILE COiTAlfilt-«; GRID RID ST~ 
., lRl=O<S 
., D : IH1 a:on.It£: If'PUT aGE 
• * t * • c t * C ••• c *' • * ••• t ••• c •• ¢. ,:, C t -:= , • ~ t t Ct. c c « t" * C t = * * t , C *~ * * t c« =tr~ 
GET, Il'GITEA,A. 
Il'GITEA",A,Il'GITEF. 
CO"t"DiT. JOB cnITAll'G 1 85-COJ'fT LOCfl 
RETt..Rri, Il'GITEA. 
REJ.JIriD, 1l'G1 T£F • 
ID""It£,B. 
ATTFO-t, T~1-1'6F1, TI=PE22 - t5"2, TAP'E23- t'GF3. 




• GE1'£RATE SITE I I Sl..M'mY ~S Fffi G(ID 















GET, 1ti'OC1'A, D. 
* 
• ffiO:ESS 9...t1'"1=RY REPCRTS R'ID G£J'£RATE . 
* ST~ TRI=O<S 
* Hl'iXYA, D, T~, ce, T~, , Tt=PES, , B. 
seNE,CC. 
~. 
GET, 5nX>1l-A, PECA...£A, CC, A, D. 
SKIPF,CC,l. 
aFYEf" , CC, STD. 
REWltiD, CC,STD. 
* 
* PLOT STFlID=ru) lRA:XS; 1HJ'i CD£RATE STI=t1lf.:ffi) 
* TRA:J< RE?ffiT 
* 5nX>THA,D,TAPEG",STD,A. 
REJ..JI tiD , sqy'pL T , A, STD. 
PLOT.~ 
PECPLEA, STD, ce, A, ~. 









. R£YERT • mea.. 





TABLE XIV provides the user with the following information for each 
airport entry: location, both city and state, airport name, and the 
3-character unique F.A.A. identifier. 
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APP~:NDIX C 
TABLE XIV. - AIRPORT LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAME F .A.A. ID 
ALLENTOWN PA ALLENTOWN-BETHLEHEM-EASTON ABE 
ABILENE TX ABILENE MUNI ABI 
ALBUQUERQUE NM ALBUQUERQUE INTL ABQ 
ABI:RDJ:EN SD ABERDEEN REGIONAL ABR 
ALBANY GA ALBANY-DOUGHERTY COUNTY ABY 
ARCATA/EUREKA/ CA ARCATA ACV 
A1LANTIC CITY NJ NAFEC ATLANTIC CITY ACY 
KODIAK AK KODIAK ADQ 
AUGUSTA GA BUSH FIELD AGS 
KING SALHON AK KING SALHON AKN 
ALBAI'lY NY ALBANY COUNTY ALB 
WATERLOO IA WATERLOO MUNI ALO 
n AHARILLO TX AHARILLO INTERNATIONAL AMA 
I ANCHORAGE AK ANCHORAGE INTL ANC w 
ANlAK AK ANIAK ANI 
ALP[NA MI PHELPS COLLINS APN 
A1LAN1A GA THE ,-lILLIAN B HARTSFIELD ATLANTA INTL ATL 
APPLE10N WI OUTAGANIE COUNTY AT\~ 
WAI ERTOI.JN SD WATERTOWN MUNI ATY 
AUSTIN TX ROBERT r-ruELLER MUNI AUS 
ASHEVILLE NC ASHEVILLE MUNI AVL 
WILKES-HARRE/SCRANTON PA WILKES-BARRE/SCRM~TON INTL AVP 
KALAMAZOO MI KALAMAZOO r-ruNI AZO 
WINDSOR LOCKS CT BRADLEY INTL BDL 
BETHEL AK BETHEL BET 
SCOTTSBLUFF NE SCOTTS BLUFF COUNTY BFF 
SEATTLE WA BOEING FIELD/KING COUNTY INTL BFI 
BINGI/AmON NY BROmlE COUNTY BGM 
BANGOR HE BANGOR INTL BGR 
B I RHINGIlAN AL BIRHlNGIIAN HUNI BHH 
BILLINGS MT BILLINGS LOGAN INTL BIL 
BISHARCK ND BISHARCK HUNI BIS 
CLEVELAND 011 BURKE LAKEFRONT BKL 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAME LA-.A: -ID 
, 
NASHVILLE TN NASHVILLE METROPOLITAN BNA 
130ISE ID BOISE AIR TERMINAL /GOIvEN FLD/ BOI 
BOSTON HA GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN INTL BOS 
BEAUBONT/PORT ARTHUR TX JEFFERSON COUNTY BPT 
AGUADILLA PR BORINQUEN BQN 
BROWNSVILLE TX BROWNSVltLE INTL BRO 
BARROW AK WILEY POST-WILL ROGERS HEM BRW 
BUTTE MT BERT MOONEY BTM 
llA10N ROUGE LA RYAN BTR 
BURLINGTON VT BURLINGTON INTL BTV 
BUFFALO NY GREATER BUFFALO INTL BUF 
I3URBANK CA BURBANK-GLENDALE-PASADENA BUR 
BALTIHORE HD BALTUIORE-WASHINGTON INTL BWI 
() BOZEHAN MT GALLATIN FLD BZN , COLmlBIA SC COLUHBIA HETROPOLITAN CAE ~ 
AKRON OH AKRON-CANTON REGIONAL CAK 
CORDOVA AK CORDOVA-MILE 13 CDV 
CHATTANOOGA TN LOVELL FIELD CHA 
CIIA RLOTTESV I LLE VA CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBEMARLE CHO 
ClIARLESTON SC CHARLESTON INTERNATIONAL CHS 
CEDi\R RAP IDS IA CEDAR RAPIDS HUNI CID 
SAULT STE HARlE MI CHIPPEWA COUNTY INTERNATIONAL CIU 
CLEVELAND OB CLEVELAND-HOPKINS INTL CLE 
ClIARLOTTE NC DOUGLAS MUNI CLT 
co LUHllUS Oil PORT COLUHBUS INTL Cr-Ul 
CIIAHPAIGN/URl3ANA! IL UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS-WILLARD CHI 
HANCOCK HI HOUGHTON COUNTY HEHORIAL CM}( 
COLORADO SPRINGS CO CITY OF COLORADO SPRINGS HUNI COS 
COLUMBIA MO COLUr-fiIA REGIONAL COU 
CASPER WY NATRONA COUNTY INTL CPR 
CORPUS CHRISTI TX CORPUS CHRISTI INTL CRP 
CHARLESTON WV KANAWHA CRW 
COLU~mUS GA COLUMBUS HETROPOLITAN CSG 
COVINGTON/CINCINNATI, Oll KY GREATER CINCINNATI INTL CVG ~ 
~ 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NANE F.A.A. ID 
HOSINEE \.JI CENTRAL WISCONSIN CWA 
DAYTONA llEACH FL DAYTONA BEACH REGIONAL DAB 
DALLAS TX DALLAS LOVE FIELD DAL 
DAYTON OH JANES H COX DAYTON INTERNATIONAL DAY 
DUllUQUE IA DUBUQUE NUNI DBQ 
WASHINGTON DC WASHINGTON NATIONAL DCA 
DECATUR IL DECATUR DEC 
DENVER CO STAPLETON INTL DEN 
DALLAS-FORT WORTH TX DALLAS-FORT WORTH REGIONAL DFW 
DOTHAN AL DOTHAN DHN 
DILLINGHMI AI< DILLINGHAH DLG 
DULUTH NN DULUTH INTL DLH 
DURANGO CO DURANGO-LA PLATA COUNTY ORO (") DES MOINES IA DES HOINES MUNI DSH I 
L,., DETROIT NI DETROIT METROPOLITAN WAYNE COUNTY DTW 
EAU CLAIRE WI EAU CLAIRE COUNTY EAU 
ELKO NV ELKO MUNI-J.C. HARRIS FIELD EKO 
ELMIRA NY CHEMUNG COUNTY ELH 
EL PASO TX EL PASO INTL ELP 
ELY NV ELY ARPT /YELLAND FLD/ ELY 
KENAI AK KENAI MUNI ENA .e-
ERIE PA ERIE INTL ERI 
ESCANAllA HI DELTA COUNTY ESC 
ALEXANDRIA LA ESLER REGIONAL ESF 
EUGENE OR ~~HLON SWEET FIELD EUG 
EVANSVILLE IN EVANSVILLE DRESS REGIONAL EVV 
NEWARK NJ NEWARK INTL EWR 
KEY \~EST FL KEY WEST INTL EYW 
FAIRBANKS AI< FAIRBANKS INTL FAI 
FARGO ND HECTOR FIELD FAR 
FRESNO CA FRESNO AIR TERMINAL FAT 
FAYETTEVILLE NC _ FAYETTEVILLE MUNI/GRANNIS FLO FAY 
KALISPELL t-rr GLACIER PARK INTL FCA 
FT LAUDERDALE FL FT LAUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD INTL FLL 
,'Y'J;, '£.f"'s.- ~ ....... ........ ~f .. ~-.:-' .. : ~l! '"\~:c..-~ of- ~,,"'~:r.~~~~"'" 5..O-,!;,.~~~ 
- ------ .. - ..... ~ r_ .-.----*~-;ooa:.Io~~4~ ... ~-~",.J;i""'~iJ"~~~~~!~£~~~~~~ __ <ioI!--~~.'!:-~~~~ 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAME F.A.A. 10 
FLORENCE SC FLORENCE CITY-COUNTY FLO FT HYERS FL PAGE FIELD FMY FLINT HI BISHOP FNT FORT DODGE IA FORT DODGE MUNI FOD TOPEKA KS FORBES FIELD FOE SIOUX FALLS SO JOE FOSS FIELD FSD FORT SHrTIl AR FORT Sl-lITH HUNI FSM FORT t~AYNE IN FORT WAYNE HUNI/BAER FLD/ FWA FAYETTEVILLE AR DRAKE FLD FYV GALENA AK GALENA GAL GRAND CANYON AZ GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK GCN SPOKANE WA SPOKANE INTL GEG GRAND FORKS ND GRAND FORKS INTL GFK (') GRAND JUNCTION CO WALKER FIELD GJT I 0\ GREENVILLE HS GREENVILLE INTERNATIONAL GLH GAINr:SVILLE FL GAINESVILLE REGIONAL AIRPORT GNV GULFPORT HS GULFPORT-BILOXI RGNL GPT GREEN BAY WI AUSTIN-STRAU8EL FIELD GRB GRAND ISLAND NE HALL COUNTY REGIONAL GRI GRAND RAPIDS NI KENT COUNTY INTL GRR GRELNSBORO NC GREENSBORO-HIGH POINT-WINSTON SALEM REGNL GSO GREER SC GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG GSP GREAT FALLS NT GREAT FALLS INTL GTF COLUH13US/W POINT/STARKVILL NS GOLDEN TRIANGLE REGIONAL GTR HIBBING NN CHISIIOUHIIBBING HIB HELENA NT HELENA HtN HONOLULU HI HONOLULU INTL HNL lImiER AK HOHER HOM HOUSTON TX WILLIAN P HOBBY lIOU 
, HARLINGEN HARLINGEN INDUSTRIAL AIRPARK HRL • TX HUNTSVILLE AL HUNTSVILLE-MADISON CO JETPORT-CARL T JONES HSV ~ ; HUNTINGTON tN TRI-STATE /t.JALKER-LONG FIELD/ HTS \~ASIl I NGTON DC DULLES INTL lAD 






CITY STATE AIRPORT NAHE F .A.A. ID 
WICIIITA KS WICHITA HID-CONTINENT ICT 
IDAHO F.AlI S ID FANNING FIELD IDA 
WILHINGTON NC NE\.J HANOVER COUNTY ILM 
IRON MOUNTAIN/KINGSFORD HI FORD UtT 
INDIANAPOLIS IN INDIANAPOLES INTERNATIONAL IND 
INTERNATIONAL FALLS MN FALLS INTL INL 
WINSTON SALEH NC SHITll REYNOLDS INT 
KINSTON NC EASTERN RGNL JETPORT AT STALLINGS FLD ISO 
ISLIP NY LONG ISLAND MAC ARTHUR ISP 
ITHACA NY TOHPKINS COUNTY ITH 
HILO HI GENERAL LYMAN FIELD ITO ~ 
JACKSON HS ALLEN C THOMPSON FIELD JAN 
JACKSONVILLE FL JACKSONVILLE INTL JAX 
NE\.J YORK NY JOHN F KENNEDY INTL JFK 
(') JOPLIN MO JOPLIN HUNI JLN I 
-.J JUNEAU AK JUNEAU INTL JNU 
KAILUA-KONA HI KE-AHOLE KOA 
ANDREAFSKY /ST MARYS/ AK ST HARYS KSH 
KETCHIKAN AK KETCHIKAN INTL KTN 
LANSING HI CAPITAL CITY LAN 
LAS VEGAS NV HC CARRA..>..J lNTL LAS 
LAi~TON 01<. LAWTON MUNI LA\.J 
LOS ANGI:LF.S CA LOS ANGELES INTL LAX 
LUBBOCK TX LUBBOCK INTL LBB 
NORm PLATTE NE LEE BIRD FIELD LBF 
LAKE CHARLES LA LAKE CHARLES MUNI LCH 
LEXINGTON KY BLUE GRASS LEX 
LArAYETTE LA LAFAYETTE REGIONAL LFT 
NEW YORK NY LA GUARDIA LGA 
LONG BeACH CA LONG BEACH /DAUGHERTY FIELD/ LGB 
LIHUE HI LIHUE LIH 
LITTLE ROCK AR ADAHS FIELD LIT 
KLAHATH FALLS OR KINGSLEY FIELD LMT 
LINCOLN NE LINCOLN HUNI LNK 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NANE, F ; A:. A~ .. 10: \ 
LAREDO TX LAREDO INTERNATIONAL LRD 
LA CROSSE WI LA CROSSE MUNI LSE 
LEWISBURG WV GREENBRIER VALLEY LWB 
LEWISTON IO LEWISTON-NEZ PERCE COUNTY LWS 
LYNCHBURG VA LYNCHBURG MUNI-PRESTON GLENN FIELD LYH 
HIDLAND TX NIOLANO REGIONAL HAF 
SAGINAW MI TRI CITY MBS 
MCGRATH AK MCGRATH MeG 
KANSAS CITY HO KANSAS CITY INTL MCI 
l-IACON GA LEWIS B. WILSON MeN 
ORLANDO FL ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL MCO 
l-IASON CITY IA l-IASON CITY MUNI MCW 
MIDDLETOWN PA HARRISBURG INTL ARPT-OLMSTED FLD HOT 
CHICAGO IL CHICAGO MIDWAY Hm~' 
() MERIDIAN MS KEY FIELD HEI 
I HEHPHIS TN HEMPHIS INTL HEM co 
He ALLEN TX HILLER INTL MFE 
MEDFORD OR HEDFORD-JACKSON COUNTY HFR 
MONTGOMERY AL DANNELLY FIELD MGM 
l-IANHATTAN KS MANHATTAN HUNI MHK 
l-IANCIIESTER NH ~1ANCHESTER ARPT/GRENIER INDUSTRIAL AIRPARK MHT 
HIMII FL HIAMI INTL MIA 
KANSAS CITY MO KANSAS CITY DOWNTo\~N MKC 
HILHAUKEE WI, GENERAL HITCIIELL FIELD MKE 
MUSK~GON MI MUSKEGON COUNTY MKG 
KAUNAKAKAI HI MOLOKAI MKK 
MELBOURNE FL MELBOURNE REGIONAL HLB 
MC ALESTER OK MC ALESTER NUNI MLC 
MOLINE IL QUAD-CITY MLI 
MONROE LA MONROE REGIONAL MLU 
l-IOBILE AL BATES FIELI) MOB 
mNOT ND HINOT INTL HOT 
~IARQUETTE MI ~IARQUETTE COUNTY l-IQT 
MONTEREY CA MONTEREY PENINSULA MRY 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAME F.A.A. ID 
HUSCLE SHOALS AL MUSCLE SHOALS MSL 
l'iAUISON HI DANE COUNTY REGIONAL/TRUAX FIELD MSN 
mSSOULA HT JOHNSON-BELL FIELD MSO 
HINNEAPOLIS HN HINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL INTL/WOLD-CHAMDERLAIN/ MSP 
NEH ORLEANS LA NEH ORLEANS INTL/HOISANT FLD/ MSY 
NY RTLE BEACH SC HYRTLE BEACH AFB MYR 
JACKSONVILLE NC ALBERT J ELLIS OAJ 
OAKLAND CA HETROPOLITAN OAKLAND INTL OAK 
KAHULUI HI KAHULUI OGG 
OKLAHOMA CITY OK WILL ROGERS WORLD OKC 
o l'1AH A NE EPPLEY AIRFIELD OMA 
NONE AK NOHE OME 
ONTARIO CA ONTARIO INTL ONT 
CHICAGO IL CHICAGO-O HARE INTL ORO 
\.l NORFOLK VA NORFOLK INTL ORF 
I 
1.0 HORCESTER MA WORCESTER HUNI ORH 
OSHKOSH WI \HTTMAN FIELD OSH 
KOTZEBUE AK RALPH WIEN HEHORIAL OTZ 
PADUCAH KY BARKLEY REGIONAL PAH 
WEST PAUl BEACH FL PALM BEACH INTERNATIONAL PBI 
PENDLETON OR PENDLETON HUNI PDT 
PORTLAND OR PORTLAND INTL PDX 
PANMiA ClTY FL PANAMA CITY-BAY COUNTY PFN 
Nc.HPORT NEWS VA PATRICK HENRY INTL ARPT PHF 
PHILADELPIlIA PA PHILADELPHIA INTL PHL 
PHOENIX AZ PHOENIX SKY HARBOR INTL PHX 
PEORIA IL GREATER PEORIA PIA 
LAUREL/HATTIESBURG MS PINE BELT REGIONAL PIB 
POCATELLO ID POCATELLO MUNI PIH 
PIERRE SD PIERRE MUNI PIR 
PITTSBURGH PA GREATER PITTSBURGH INTL PIT 
PARKERSBURG WV WOOD COUNTY AIRPORT GILL ROBB WILSON FLD PKB 
PELLSTON HI EMHET COUNTY PLN 
PENSACOLA FL PENSACOLA REGIONAL PNS 
A!>PENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAHE' F.A.A. ID 
- - --------- ---- j j 
PASCO WA TRI-CITIES PSC 
PETERSBURG AK PETERSBURG PSG 
PAUl SPRINGS CA PALM SPRINGS MUNI PSP 
PUEBLO CO PUEBLO NENORIAL PUB 
PRUDHOE HAY AK PRUDHOE BAY PUO 
PROVIDENCE RI THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN STATE PVD 
PORTLAND ME PORTLAND INTL JETPORT PWM 
RAPID CITY SD RAPID CITY REGIONAL RAP 
REDDING CA REDDING MUN! RDD ~ 
REDHOND OR ROBERTS FIELD ROM 
RALEIGH-DURHAN NC RALEIGH-D.DRHAM RDU, 
ROCKFORD IL GREATER ROCKFORD RFD 
RHINELANDER WI IDIIN~LANDER-ONEIDA COUNTY RHI 
RICIINOND VA RICHARD EVELYN BYRD INTL RIC 
() RIVERTON WY RIVERTON REGIONAL RIW I 
I-' RENO NV CANNON INTL RNO 0 
ROANOKE VA ROANOKE. MUNI/WOODRUN ROA 
ROCHESTER NY ROCHESTER-HONROE COUNTY ROC 
ROSl.JELL NM ROSWELL INDUSTRIAL AIR CENTER ROW 
ROCIICSTER HN ROCHESTER HUNI RST 
SAN DIEGO CA SAN DIEGO INTL-LINDBERGH FLD SAN 
SAN ANTONIO TX SAN ANTONIO INTL SAT 
SAVANNAII GA SAVANNAH HUNI SAV 
SANTA BARBARA CA SANTA BARBARA ~ruNI SBA 
SOUTII BEND IN MICHIANA REGIONAL SBN 
STOCKTON CA STOCKTON METROPOLITAN S,CK 
LOUISVILLE KY STANDIFORD FIELD SDF 
SEATTLE WA SEATTLE-TACO~~ INTL SEA 
SAN FRANCISCO CA SAN FRANCISCO INTO SFO 
SPRINGFIELD NO SPRINGFIELD REGIONAL SGF 
SHERIDAN WY SHERIDAN COUNTY SHR 
SHREVEPORT LA SHREVEPORT REGIONAL SHV 
SITKA AK SITKA SIT 
SAN JOSE CA SAN JOSE HUNI SJC 
APPENDIX C 
CITY STATE AIRPORT NAHE F.A.A. ID 
SAN ANGELO TX MATHIS FIELD SJT SAN JUAN PR PUERTO RICO INTL SJU SALT LAKE CITY UT SALT LAKE CITY INTL SLC SALEH OR HCNARY FLD SLE SALINA KS SALINA HUNI SLN SACRANENTO CA SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN SMF SANTA ANA CA JOHN WAYNE AIRPORT-ORANGE COUNTY SNA SPRINGFIELD IS CAPITAL SPI 
WICIIITA FALLS TX SHEPPARD AFM/WICHITA FALLS NUNI SPS 
SARASOTA/BRADENTON/ FL SARASOTA-l.IRADENTON SRQ ST LOUIS NO LAHBERf-ST LOUIS INTL STL ClIARLOTTE AHALIE VI HARRY S TRUHAN STT CIIRI.STIAHSTED VI ALEXANDER IIAHI.LTON STX 
n SIOUX CITY IA SIOUX CITY HUNI SUX 
I SYRACUSE NY SYRACUSE HANCOCK INTI. SYR I-' TUSCALOOSA AL TUSCALOOSA HUNI TCL I-' 
TALLAHASSEE FL TALLAHASSEE MUNI TLH 
TOLCDO 011 TOLEDO EXPRESS TOL TAN1'A FL TANPA INTL TPA 
ilRI.STOL/JOHNSON/KINGSPORT TN TRI-CITY TRI fULSA OK TULSA INTL TUL 
ruCSON AZ TUCSON INTL TUS 
TRAVCl{SC Cll Y HI ClIERRY CAPITAL TVC 
lwlN fALLS In 1 WIN FALLS CITY-COUNTY ARPT, JOSLIN FLO TWF 
KNOXViLLe TN HC GIIEE TYSON TYS 
UNALAKLEET AK UNALAKLEET UNK 
VISALIA CA VISALIA HUNI VIS 
VALDOSTA GA VALDOSTA HUNI VLD 
VALPARAISO FL EGLIN AFB VPS 
WRANGELL AK WRANGELL WRG 
YAKUfAT AK YAKUTAT YAK. 
YAKIHA WA YAKIMA AIR TEllilINAL YKM 
YOUNGSTOI.,TN OH YOUNGSTOWN MUNI YNG 
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